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prevail over so large a part of the Earth's surface, and that under our
flag of freedom so many millions eat their daily bread In far distant
lands and climates with none to make them afraid.
This my Palace of Westminster, in the mighty heart of our Empire,
is the very cradle of our envied Parliamentary institutions. Here is
the anvil whereon our common law was forged to become the joint
inheritance of the United States of America and our own com-
munity of peoples.
Beneath these rafters of medieval oak, the silent witnesses of
historic tragedies and pageants, we celebrate the present under the
spell of the past,
It is to me a source of pride and thankfulness that the perfect
harmony of our Parliamentary system with our constitutional
Monarchy has survived the shocks that have in recent years^oestroyed
other empires and other liberties.
Our ancient Constitution, ever adaptable to change, has during
my reign faced and conquered perils of warfare never conceived in
earlier days, and has met and satisfied new democratic demands both
at home and overseas.
The system bequeathed to us by our ancestors, again modified for
the needs of a new age, has been found once more, as of old, the best
way to secure government by the people, freedom for the individual,
the ordered strength of the State, and the rule of law over governors
and governed alike.
The complex forms and balanced spirit of our Constitution were
not the- discovery of a single era, still less of a single party or of a
single person. They are the slow accretion of centuries, the outcome
of patience, tradition, and experience constantly rinding channels old
and new for the impulse toward liberty, justice, and social improve-
ment inherent in our people down the ages.
In looking back over the 25 years of my reign the thankfulness
that I feel today is chiefly for escape from danger greater than ever
before threatened our land. I can never forget how the peril from
without at once united all the parties, classes, Governments, and
races of the Empire ; men and women played their parts ; the ranks
were closed, and in the issue strength upheld the free.
Let us not, in this hour of thanksgiving, fail to remember those
who gave their lives or who live now maimed or blinded that we might
continue to enjoy the blessings of life.
Through later years our path has led uphill. In the aftermath of
war, in a world exhausted by its ordeals and impoverished by its
destruction, we set ourselves to resume our normal ways to recreate
the structure of our industry and commerce, and to respond to the
urgent desire to improve the conditions of life.

